Driving, Piloting and Flying Vehicles
Driving and Flying vehicles in Second Life® is not always intuitive.
To drive a vehicle in Second Life® you need to be the owner of the vehicle. It is not possible to drive
one you see parked and wasn't from your inventory.
To start the process drag the vehicle from your inventory to the ground using your mouse cursor. If the
land you are setting on is set to not allow creation of objects (cardboard box with a NOT symbol over it
on the top bar of the client) you will need to move to land that does allow you to create objects
Often the basic controls are common but special controls are used for extra functions. Most all vehicles
use the right and left arrow keys to steer the vehicle. Cars and motorcycles use up and down arrows
for throttle and brakes. Airplanes use the up and down arrow keys to control the pitch of the nose of
the aircraft (attack angle). Boats often use the same controls as cars. Spacecraft can use either types of
controls.
Airplanes usually use the Page-Up and Page-Down keys for up and down throttle. Cars can use PageUp and Page-Down for gear changes. Flying cars and other hover type vehicles (often spacecraft) will
use Page-UP and Page-Down for the up and down movement keys.
Many vehicles have special features and will have a notecard in their contents with the commands valid
for the vehicle. You can access this by using right click and Open then opening the note by right
clicking again. Often special features will change the appearance or turn on and off combat controls
for TCS or CCC combat systems.
Even though Second Life® has roads on the main land grid the best places to fly and drive are from
tracks and airstrips that members have setup.
Boating is best done on the Linden owned water sims that exist on the main land grid, not on private
islands as they don't have enough water.
Flying can be a challenge over populated areas as members land security systems can bar you from
entering some air spaces. Be sure you use aircraft that is copyable and don't panic if you get one stuck
due to security or sim crossings. Also you can use the object edit controls to turn yourself around
often if you get stuck. You may have to get out of the vehicle and pick drive/pilot again after turning it
around.

